Personalization 2.0
Real Time, Contextual,
and Intent Driven

Not all clicks are equal and not all dwell
times imply a purchase. Let’s check out these
two scenarios.
Scenario 1

Beth has an interview coming up and she wants to look
her best. She has no time to visit a store and checks into
her favorite retailer app. As she browses through formal
wear collections, she sees recommendations on trending
collections. She places an order for a pin-striped suit.

Scenario 2

While waiting for her friend to arrive for a luncheon date,
Sarah opens her favorite retailer app on her mobile. Few
minutes into random clicking through various product
categories, she is bombarded with recommendations
and she leaves disconcerted.
Say hello to the hedonistic browsers, for whom the joy of
browsing through the endless aisle far outweighs the joy
of making a purchase. These unique breed of shoppers
are leaving retailers in a tizzy, making context-aware,
intent-driven personalization the new imperative in
delivering superior customer experiences.
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Real-Time Personalization:
Still a Moving Target
Despite expanding budgets on acquiring
leads, massive ad campaigns, and
investments in personalization capabilities
across channels, retailers are struggling to
earn loyalty and drive customer lifetime
value (CLV) due to disconnected customer
targeting. According to a Forrester survey,
42% of retailers cited the inability to
track a targeted customer through their
cross-channel journey as a challenge.1 For
example, despite spending several hundred
dollars in online purchases, customers are
still treated as new customers when they
visit the store.
Yet another challenge is the element of
novelty in human behavior. Changes in
customer behavior render the insights and
predictions based on historical interactions
for just-in-the-moment personalized
experiences futile. All the meticulously
collected data and insights fall flat when
the customer shows up in a new channel or
comes with a different shopping mission.
Customers are offered recommendations
based on past purchases without an
understanding of context or intent leading
to missed opportunities. Interestingly,
40% of all the baby product buyers
are households without kids.2 When a
customer is in a digital channel or in a
physical store, their intention to purchase
is not always explicit. They may be just
browsing or looking for inspiration or
considering a purchase later. Retailers can

improve consumer engagement and drive
loyalty if they serve based on where the
customer is in the decision journey and by
understanding their immediate needs.

Contextual, Intent-Driven
Experiences: The New
Imperative
Personalization is as much about retailers
stepping back and allowing the shopper
to soak in vicarious micro-moments
uninterrupted as it is about pushing offers
at the right time. While most retailers agree
personalization is a prime driver to acquire,
engage, and retain customers, winning
the personalization game requires going
beyond decoding a customer’s just-in-themoment intent. For example, attributing the
same intent to a habitual browser and an
impulsive purchaser by decoding the search
terms may defy the 1:1 personalization rule.
What retailers need to have is a deep
understanding of each customer’s longterm preferences captured through
different episodes across the omnichannel
journey. Balancing short-term intent with
long term preferences is the secret sauce
to orchestrating personalized customer
experiences at scale.
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Framework for Driving Contextual, Intent-Driven
Personalization
According to IDC, a leading market
intelligence firm, the lifetime value of
omnichannel buyers is 30% higher than a
single channel buyer.3 This makes gathering
data across the omnichannel journey a
business imperative for retailers looking to
enhance the CLV of every customer.
A customer’s implicit needs may keep
evolving and are manifested through clicks,
filters, and searches. Long-term patterns
of individual customer preferences may
also evolve due to individual and social
nudges. These behavioral shifts need to

be factored while building the customer
context. Understanding a customer’s most
recent interaction along with the sequence
of occurrence and time-awareness gives a
better insight as compared to an interaction
that happened much earlier.
Discerning when to isolate short-term
intents from long-term behavioral patterns
and when to amalgamate them requires an
algorithm-based framework (refer figure).
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The AI-driven personalization framework
is supported by three components that
leverage a deep understanding of online
behaviors through cues captured from
various data sources.

1. Contextual Recommendations
Leverages insights based on trends,
popularity, and existing discounts. It then
aggregates long-term customer behaviors
and matches it with customer interest to
generate a ranked list of offers, products,
and content that the customer is likely to
engage with.

2. Intent Guide Based Emergent
Strategy
Leverages insights from the current session
by processing multitude of user actions
such as click patterns, sequence of products
browsed, search terms used, and dwell time.
It then decodes the customer’s primary
intent—browse, make a purchase, or
gather information—and the affiliation for
a specific brand or variant. The intent guide
helps identify the right intervention point
by matching the intent with the customer

journeys in real time. It uses algorithmic
hooks to deliver real-time, interaction-based
recommendations on products, content, and
offers.

3. AI-Powered Strategy Resolver
Leverages both contextual recommendations
and intent guide-based emergent strategy
to provide the optimal experience for every
customer. For an anonymous user, the resolver
gives a higher score to the insights from
the intent guide than to the results coming
from the long-term preferences algorithms.
For a known user, the resolver evaluates
both long-term patterns and short-term
intent, and customizes the experience by
dynamically balancing both the scores. It
helps to enhance the user experience as the
results get increasingly contextualized as more
information becomes available in real time.
The example cited below illustrates how the AIpowered strategy resolver balances customer
intent and long-term preferences and
behaviors to deliver an enhanced experience.
1. Karen is a long-term customer with a
popular retailer and most of her purchases
are from the home décor and casual wear
categories.
2. She checks into the retailer’s app
on a weekend. The contextual
recommendation component presents
a series of pleated midi skirts that are
trending and displays results that includes
Karen’s favorite brands. She wishlists a
satin midi skirt.
3. She then remembers her friend Meg is
visiting her and wants to gift something
nice for her two-year-old baby. She
searches for plaid rompers for baby girls.
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4. Based on the keywords used, the intent
guide predicts intent as purchase.
A range of rompers with special
discounts optimized for the intent to
purchase is recommended by the realtime, interaction-based recommender
and she completes purchase.

A modular design for driving intent-based
personalization helps address the unique
business needs of retailers. In the example,
Karen who purchased the rompers for
her friend’s baby is happy that she is not
bombarded with recommendations for other
baby products.

5. Karen visits the retailer app the
next day. The AI strategy resolver
evaluates Karen’s long-term purchase
behavior patterns and short-term
intent in real time and gives a
higher score to the former. From
the contextual recommendations
component, it leverages insights on
the latest seasonal trends and pushes
recommendations on scented candles
and Christmas décor.

For a retailer whose customer base is
predominantly loyalty-based, weightages
for long-term preferences will be higher as
compared to a retailer who receives new
customers due to aggressive campaigning.
In the latter case, significant focus will be
on the short-term intent guide to tailor the
experience.
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CONCLUSION
Having intent as a backbone for customer engagement and
breaking operating silos by algorithmically architecting a holistic,
integrated recommendation system will be the next frontier in
personalization. This will bolster retailers’ customer retention
strategies and help them realize their vision of orchestrating
personalized journeys for each customer.
It would do well for retailers to focus more on retaining the
customer through meaningful engagement than losing a sale.
When done right, intent-driven personalization holds the promise
of reduced customer churn, upshift in the customer base from
anonymous users to loyal customers, reduction in page exits, and
less cart abandonments.
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